
WHO TO CONTACT DURING THE LIVE PROGRAM

For Additional Registrations:

-Call Strafford Customer Service 1-800-926-7926 x1 (or 404-881-1141 x1)

For Assistance During the Live Program:

-On the web, use the Chat function to send a message

If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM

This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:

• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register 

additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).  

Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.

• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.

• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.  

• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.
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Tips for Optimal Quality FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY

Sound Quality

When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 

of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 

connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, please e-mail sound@straffordpub.com

immediately so we can address the problem.
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Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE 

USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) 

AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 

RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, without limitation, the tax 

treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, 

but not limited to, any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are subject to change.  Applicability 

of the information to specific situations should be determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Green Cards Vs Non 
Immigrant Visas 

Non-immigrant visas allow holder to temporarily visit US for specific purposes (work, education, medical help or business trips) for a specific

amount of time with a clear departure date.

OCTOBER 18, 2022

Non Immigrant Visas 

Green Cards
Green cards indicate holder is a “permanent legal resident” (PLR) of US entitled to live and travel anywhere in US. Can convert to US citizenship

after 3 (if married to US citizen) to 5 years.
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Pathways to Green Cards:

FAMILY-BASED

EMPLOYMENT-BASED

LOTTERY WINNER

Close relative of current US citizens or Green Card holder may apply.

Certain workers given green cards tied to job in US

US selects up to 50,000 form six geographic regions with priority given to 

countries that have had little immigration to US in recent years
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Benefits of 
Green Cards 

Easier to travel in and out of US

Can sponsor certain relatives for visas or green cards

Can apply for US citizenship after 5 years (3 years if married to a US citizen)
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Drawbacks of 

Green Cards 
Cannot vote

Cannot run for public office

Must pay US income tax on worldwide income and submit to onerous invasive US tax reporting on foreign

financial assets

If considering departing US after 7 years, and green card holder is worth more than $2M on departure,

exposure to US exit tax and US heirs subject to US inheritance tax
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Pre-Immigration Tax Planning |
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Aliens Moving Temporarily 
to US 

US has no program allowing foreign nationals to avoid US tax on their foreign source income while a resident of the US (unlike UK, 

Netherlands, Switzerland)

Must remain a Non-Resident Alien (NRA) for income tax to legally avoid paying US tax on foreign income

Only non-immigrant aliens who can continue NRA status while in US for extended period are students, or foreign government workers

Aliens on most work visas will be classified as US income tax resident during most of stay in US
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Pre-Immigration Tax Planning | Temporary Move
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Give and go rule of IRC 672(f)(5) prevents wealthy alien from avoiding US income tax on investment income where they transfer

investment property to a NRA relative who transfers to a trust for alien living in US (since alien treated as grantor of trust under both IRC 

677 and 679 ; income tax grantor trust (mechanical rule)

Intermediary rule of IRC 679(a)(4) applies to foreign trust if wealthy NRA becomes US tax resident within 5 years after forming trust; 

income tax grantor trust

If transferor alien becomes US tax resident and receives distributions from foreign trust he must report all all foreign trust distributions on 

Form 3520

Basis step-up to FMV prior to entering US through check the box election (Form 8832) on foreign corporation prior to move to US for 

long-held appreciated portfolio assets to prevent subjecting pre-move appreciation in assets to US tax; no automatic fresh basis in US
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Pre-Immigration Transfer Tax Planning | 
Temporary Move to US
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What is nature of US assets? ; US situs real estate, US stocks or tangible property is subject to US FET of a Non-Domiciliary Alien (NDA) 

but US bank accounts and portfolio debt of a NDA normally exempt from US FET?

Subject to an estate tax treaty?

Safest and most flexible way for NDA to avoid US FET on US real estate or US stocks is to hold through foreign holding company (Cayman 

corp.) (without a CTB election)

However, when NDA (non-domiciled alien) who owns Cayman corp. as effective estate tax blocker becomes US income tax resident then 

adverse US income tax occurs if no CTB election was made ; income is CFC Subpart F income taxed currently to non-domiciled US 

income tax resident; (bad outcome)

US source interest income may produce different result for Cayman corp.

Income tax compliance for Cayman corp. once owner becomes US income tax resident ; Form 5471 CFC Return, Form 8938 Foreign 

Financial Assets, Form W-8BEN-E, FBAR ?
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Pre-Immigration Transfer Tax Planning | 
Temporary Move to US

OCTOBER 18, 2022

If NDA owns US situs assets through a foreign partnership not engaged in a US business, strong argument underlying US situs assets 

owned by partnership are not subject to US estate tax

Better to use a two-tier partnership arrangement where US investment real estate is owned 

If NDA becomes a US income tax resident added US tax compliance reporting ; Form 8865, Form 8938, form W-BEN-E, FBAR ?
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Pre-Immigration Transfer Tax Planning | 
Temporary Move to US
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If NDA transfers US situs property into properly structured and administered “drop-off trust” assets should be exempt from US FET if NDA 

dies unexpectedly while residing in US

Objective is to make completed gift of assets to “drop-off trust” and terms of trust strip NDA of control over trust for US FET purposes 

NDA will likely want to be beneficiary of “drop-off trust” income and principal to cover personal expenses while living in US

Requires an independent trustee

“Drop-off trust” formed primarily to avoid US FET and then “unwind” trust once NDA resumes NRA status

Unwinding “drop-off trust” when NDA leaves US is complicated

Consider combining “drop-off trust” for NDA who becomes US income tax resident with trustee wrapping Private Placement Variable 

Annuity (PPVA) policy around investment assets which can blunt adverse income tax while living in US on growth in trust assets and when 

distributions are made (but best to undertake prior to move to US)

If NDA leaves US “drop-off trust” should remain a US domestic trust to avoid special exit tax on trust appreciated assets if a US grantor trust 

converts to foreign non-grantor trust status on departure
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Pre-Immigration Transfer Tax Planning |
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Permanent Move to US

At some point the NDA will become a domiciled alien or possibly a US citizen for transfer tax purposes

NDA would ideally like to transfer assets into a vehicle that will protect against transfer tax for NDA and his family

Once NDA becomes a US domiciliary then individual is subject to worldwide US estate tax reach and the stock in the Cayman corp. 

would be subject to US FET

Better strategy prior to move to US would be to have NDA (not yet domiciled in US) form a trust whose principal is excluded from US 

FET at death of individual

Same principals governing “drop-off trust” for temporary income tax residents apply, but NDA planning to remain permanently in US 

would contribute both US and foreign assets to the trust ; both classes of assets subject to US FET once individual is a US domiciliary or 

citizen.
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Pre-Immigration Transfer Tax Planning |
Permanent Move to US
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Critical that NDA form intention to live permanently in US while still physically outside US since he will not become US 

domiciliary until there has been “actual removal” to US

Completion of gifts while outside US before move to US will ensure that all gifts of intangibles (including US stocks) are not 

subject to US gift tax and no US gift tax reporting

Preferable for NDA not to be a beneficiary of the “drop-off trust” to avoid distributions to former NDA now living in US that could 

cause inclusion of trust assets for US FET 
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Citizenship or not?

Can vote

Can run for public office

Can have US passport

Can pass on citizenship to children born outside of the US

If renouncing US citizenship departing US after 7 years,

and is worth more than $2M on departure, exposure to

US exit tax and US heirs subject to US inheritance tax

Pros… Cons…
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Implications of Long-Term 
Green Card Residency

Definition of long-term green card holder (the 8/15 rule)

If LTR owns has more than $2M net worth, satisfies the average income test or is unable to certify on Form 8854 that he has been fully US 

tax compliant for 5 years prior to abandonment, then classified as a “Covered Expatriate”

How to delay or avoid forever LTR status if living in foreign country with a tax treaty with US ; if closer ties with such foreign country than US, 

LTR may be able to claim relief by filing a Form 8833 each year ; if election to claim treaty relief is made in first 7 years of holding green card

then such year does not count toward 8/15 rule

Beware, making a treaty election to claim foreign resident status in 8th or later years as green card holder is considered an act of 

expatriation triggering exit and inheritance tax regimes (see below)
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Ramifications of Overstaying Green 
Card Period: Covered Expatriate

Similar to a renouncing US citizen, an LTR faces significant adverse US tax ramifications if they remain a green card holder and 

subsequently relinquish green card status or have it revoked in the 8th or more years during the 15 year period ending with the tax year in 

which green card status is terminated

Prior to becoming an LTR it is not possible for a green card holder to be classified as a “covered expatriate” which means the US exit tax and 

inheritance tax regimes cannot apply 

However, once a green card holder meets the 8/15 year test (defining an LTR), there is ongoing potential exit tax and inheritance tax 

exposure on relinquishing green card

Typically green card holder relinquishes green card by filing Form I-407 with the US CIS and filing Form 8854 Expatriation Statement for 

year of expatriation from US

May be prudent to delay initially acquiring green card as long as possible (by relying on non-immigrant work visas) to defer the beginning of 

the running of the 8/15 test for a wealthy green card holder uncertain about his future residency plans
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Ramifications of Overstaying Green 
Card Period: Only a Covered 
Expatriate is Subject to Exit and 
Inheritance Taxes

Satisfying any one of three alternative tests will result in classification as a “covered expatriate”

First, if departing LTR has a net worth of $2M or more ; base of assets is very broad ; includes US and foreign appreciated assets, includes 

fractional interests in property

Second, is if LTR’s average US (federal) income tax liability over previous 5 years is $178,000 (for expatriations in 2022)

Third, LTR is unable to certify full US tax compliance on Form 8854 for 5 tax years prior to expatriation
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Ramifications of Overstaying Green 
Card Period: Exit Tax
Exit tax consists of three distinct taxes

First, the value of LTR’s employer pension or retirement plan accounts and individual retirement accounts is taxed either immediately on 

expatriation or deferred for certain employer-sponsored retirement plans if certain paperwork is delivered to the plan custodian within 30 

days of departing US

Second, if expatriate is a beneficiary of a “non-grantor trust,” subsequent trust distributions consisting of ordinary trust income will be subject 

to 30% withholding tax imposed on trustee

Third, all worldwide appreciated assets are subject to a “mark-to-market” tax on unrealized gains, as if LTR sold all assets ; depending on 

holding period rate of tax may be 23.8% of unrealized gain subject to a special one-time expatriation exemption amount of the first $767,000 

of gain (2022).

For non-traded or illiquid assets owned anywhere the departing LTR must provide a valuation report of a third-party appraiser valuing the 

FMV of such assets and attach to Form 8854
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Ramifications of Overstaying Green 
Card Period: Inheritance Tax
Payment of exit tax does not end departing “covered expatriate’s” US tax exposure

To the extent that the LTR makes later transfers of assets as gifts or bequests to US citizen or resident heirs or beneficiaries, such US 

recipient must pay an inheritance tax of 40% and file a Form 708

Presumption is on US heirs to prove that expatriate was not a “covered expatriate”
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Ramifications of Overstaying Green 
Card Period: Form 8854 
Expatriation Statement & Extent of 
Disclosure
All green card holders, including LTRs, must file a Form 8854 with IRS for year of abandonment of green card 

The Form 8854 disclosure requirement as to Certification:

Do you certify under penalties of perjury that you have complied with all of your US

tax reporting obligations for the preceding 5 years?
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Ramifications of Overstaying Green Card Period: 
Form 8854 Expatriation Statement & Extent of 
Disclosure
The Form 8854 significant change in assets or liabilities disclosure during preceding 5 years:

If there has been significant changes in your assets and liabilities for the period that

began 5 years before your expatriation and ended on the date that you filed Form 8854, 

you must attach a statement explaining the changes

Failure to disclose significant changes in assets and liabilities would be a material omission and leave an LTR open to being classified as a 

Covered Expatriate as the LTR would be unable to satisfy the Certification statement in the Form 8854

The requirement to disclose significant changes in assets during the 5 years preceding expatriation creates incentive to complete major gift 

planning to minimize exit and inheritance tax regimes more than 5 years prior to expatriation (however, in most situations this is not practical)
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Planning Opportunities to Minimize Exit Tax & Inheritance Tax 

Rebuttal to presumption that an LTR living in US is a US domiciliary if individual was a dual citizen at birth and is returning to country of 

birth (e.g, individual has home, family relatives in country of birth or another country)

Otherwise pre-expatriation US tax planning will occur while LTR is living in US and presumably is a US domiciliary. If LTR has a net 

worth above $2M personal net worth limit, to avoid “covered expatriate” status on day before abandonment of green card the LTR can 

use up remaining portion of his $12.06M (2022) lifetime gift/estate tax exemption amount (beware making outright gifts to non-US citizen 

spouse in excess of annual limit ($164,000 in 2022)

Beware: If LTR has a beneficial interest in a non-grantor trust (foreign or US) can LTR disclaim without making a gift?

Prior to Expatriation - Gifts 
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Planning Opportunities to Minimize Exit Tax & Inheritance Tax | 

If LTR net worth is so substantial that making gifts of up to $12.06M (2022) will not place LTR below $2M on day before expatriation, 

consider leveraging gift tax exemption amount by making gifts of fractional interests in investment companies or businesses to further 

maximize the $12.06M lifetime gift tax exemption amount (but fractional interest gifts must be valued for gift tax, and remaining fractional 

interests held on day before expatriation must also be valued for Form 8854 reporting)

No guidance from IRS whether large gifts made in year of expatriation are eligible for lifetime gift tax exemption amount? ; better, more 

cautious view is that an expatriating LTR has a 0 lifetime gift tax exemption amount in year of expatriation

Prior to Expatriation - Gifts 
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Planning Opportunities to Minimize Exit Tax & Inheritance Tax 
| 

Irrevocable trust under certain state laws (expatriation trust) may be available to remove assets that would otherwise be subject to the $2M 

exit tax if LTR will be a “covered expatriation” on expatriation (terms involve many considerations)

To provide added flexibility to expatriation trust may want to grant a trust protector a special power of appointment 

Major advantage of expatriation trust is that completed large gifts to trust (often made in years before year of expatriation) and post-gift 

appreciation in trust assets are not subject to US exit tax

In addition, key advantage of expatriation trust is that if trust is established well before LTR abandons green card, any subsequent trust 

distributions to US heirs will not subject such heirs to US inheritance tax (irrelevant if all heirs will be non-US citizens and non-US residents)

Once LTR expatriates and is classified as a “covered expatriate” for life this strategy is unavailable, and NDA only entitled to a $60,000 

estate tax exemption on US real estate and US stocks owned at death; prior to expatriation LTR living in US likely has a $12.06M lifetime 

gift tax exemption amount facilitating large transfers of appreciating assets to expatriation trust

Prior to Expatriation - Expatriation Trust



If you have any questions or if you would like to set up 

consultation please do get in touch. 

Thank you. 
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